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Overview

2. New users should register for an 
account first; 
If you are ChemLinked user, you 
can log in through “ChemLinked 
login authentication”

1. Go to Combox：
https://foodcombox.com/

8. Multi-
language System

1.Information 
Centre

7. Member Centre

2. Ingredient 
Check (key 
function)

3. Formula 
Review (key 
function)

5. Drafts：
storage of 
undrafted 
formula

6. Product 
Management:

storage of 
audited 
formula

4. Label design 
(key function)

8.Manual Audit
（on-demand 

service）

Function InterfaceLogin Interface

https://foodcombox.com/
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✓ 10 years +  audit data precipitation of ChemLinked compliance team.
✓ Exclusive collection of 5,000+ standard search terms and 20,000 alias search terms of 

ordinary food raw materials.
✓ Access up-to-date use condition of 

✓ China Approved New Food Raw Materials
✓ New Nutritional fortification substances approved in China
✓ New food additives approved in China
✓ Nutritional fortification substances that are allowed to be used in China listed in GB 

14880-2012
✓ Food additives that are allowed to be used in China listed in GB2760-2014
✓ Catalogue of Substances Traditionally Considered as Both Food and Chinese 

Medicine
✓ Bacterial Cultures Permitted in Foods.
✓ Non-edible substances and easily abused food additives that may be illegally added 

to food

It collects the food ingredients based on 10+ years audit data of our technical 
team. Which includes:

Overview
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Key Function 1：Ingredient Check

Ingredient Check：By entering a single ingredient/ingredient 
information, you can quickly retrieve the use of the ingredient in China, 
get the use basis, use limit and other key data.
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Step 1：Fill in "product name”，select“product category”and
“place of origin”

Note: The food system classifies “product type” according to the food classification 
rules of GB 2760-2014 National Food Safety Standard Standard for Uses of Food Additives；
If you are not sure about the "product type", please contact us for "manual audit".

Formula Review: You can input product formula information and select the 
product type and the place of origin to get a pre-feasibility assessment of 
the formula.

Key Function 2: Formula Review

https://food.chemlinked.com/database/view/806
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Step 2：Input the ingredient information or import the receipt
in one go

Please fill in the ingredient 
information in the order of adding 
quantity from largest to smallest; 
Compound ingredients can be filled 
with up to three levels of ingredients

1)

2) 3)

Download the "template", fill it 
out and upload it to import the 
ingredients in one go. You can 
also adjust the ingredients 
manually afterwards.

2）import receipt： 3）quick input

Submit the ingredient 
information according to the 
required format to import the 
receipt in one go. 

1）Fill in one-by-one：

Key Function 2: Formula Review
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Step 3：Click“compliance audit”to make compliance audit；
Click“generate report”to download the report；
For complex ingredient, you can contact us for "manual audit"

Key Function 2: Formula Review
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#1：Intelligent determination of the amount of food ingredients to be added based on 
the regulatory requirements of the product type to which they belong, thus helping 
customers to adjust the dosage of the recipe.

Key Function 2: Formula Review-
Highlighted Features

E.g. It is not compliance because 
the content of cow milk does not 
meet the requirement
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#2： When you use multiple food additives (colorants, preservatives, 
antioxidants) with the same function in your formula, the system will do a combined 
calculation of  the additive amounts to accurately determine the compliance of the 
formula. 

Key Function 2: Formula Review-
Highlighted Features
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#3：The system will conducut compliance review of the sub-ingredients of a 
compound ingredient

Key Function 2: Formula Review-
Highlighted Features
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#4：If a food additive is not directly added to the food, but brought into the food 
through other food ingredients containing the food additive, the system will conduct the 
compliance audit based on the carry-over principle.

Key Function 2: Formula Review-
Highlighted Features
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Key Function 3: Label Design

Step 1：Fill in "product name”，select "product category "and “place of 
origin”；Or you can select products directly from the “drafts "to make labels.

Option 1：Start from the “Label Design Module”

Option 2：Select an item from the “Drafts”

Label Design：Combox will provide the mandatory labeling items in 
accordance with China food regulations, and you can make a Chinese label 
sample. 
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Step 2：Fill in the label content and the nutrition information; click 
"Save and Preview" to instantly generate the "Chinese label" sample.

2. Fill in nutrition information1.Fill in label contents

3. Save and preview

Key Function 3: Label Design
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Click "Download Label" to download the 
generated Chinese label sample

Click“Download report”

Key Function 3: Label Design
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#1：Quantitative claims

#2：If the product contains new food ingredients, a reminder will be added to the label.

E.g.aloe vera gel

Key Function 3: Label Design-
Highlighted Features

This product contains Aloe vera gel; Aloe 
vera gel serving size: 30g/day; Aloe vera is 
added to this product, pregnant women 
and infants should use with caution.
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#3：Nutrition Label:
1) Automatically calculates the energy value and automatically compares the original energy value with the calculated 

value, giving priority to the calculated value.

2) Automatically give expression units, e.g. g, mg.

3) Automatic adjustment of the modification interval: protein modification interval 0.1, such as input 5g, automatically 

adjust the display to 5.0g.

4) Automatic adjustment of the ratio zero-boundary value: protein zero-boundary value 0.5g, such as input 0.2g, 

automatically adjusted to display 0.0g.

5) Automatic calculation of NRV% value.Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Key Function 3: Label Design-
Highlighted Features
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Order requirement for energy and nutritional 
components in GB 28050 

#4：The energy and nutrients in the label will be adjusted automatically by the system in 
order to comply with the regulatory requirements according to GB 28050-2011 National Food 
Safety Standard General Rules for Nutrition Labeling of Prepackaged Foods

Label example made by Combox

Key Function 3: Label Design-
Highlighted Features

https://food.chemlinked.com/database/view/810
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Manual Audit

If you have any questions about the review results, you can request a 
manual review. Our human customer service will contact you within 3 hours.
(Manual customer service hours: weekdays 09:00-17:00)
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Membership Package

Function How it works Free Trial
single user/3 

days

Standard 
Single user/12 

months

Enterprise
≤5 users /12 
months

Ingredient 
Check

Enter an ingredient to fast retrieve the 
permitted usage of the ingredient in China and 
obtain key data regarding use basis, use limit, 
etc. 

√ √ √

Formula 
Review

Input product formula information and 
select the product type and the place of origin 
to get a pre-feasibility assessment of the 
formula

√ √ √

Label 
Making

Provide mandatory labeling items in 
accordance with China food regulations to 
generate and download a Chinese label sample

√ √ √

Compliance 
Report

Compliance reports generation and 
download

X √ √

Manual 
Audit

If you have any questions about the review 
results, you can request a manual review. Our 
food regulatory experts provide a 1-on-1 
consultation service to solve your problems. 

X X √ 
（10 times）

Drafts Storage of drafted formula √ √ √

Product 
Management

Storage of audited formula √ √ √
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About us 

Foodcombox.com is an intelligent Chinese food compliance management tool developed by ChemLinked 
(REACH24H Consulting Group).This system leverages data intelligence to help you make compliance audit 
and label production faster, easier, and more enjoyable.

Founded in 2009, REACH24H is a Consulting Company specialized in providing one-stop global market access 
services to companies in the field of industrial chemicals, agrochemicals, cosmetics, food and food contact 
materials.

We are proud of our diverse team, from our technical experts to our international trade and market specialists 
in our headquarters in China, offices in Taiwan region, South Korea, UK and the U.S., and business 
representatives in Japan, UK, EU and South America. We continuously work to expand our networks to 
businesses, associations and government authorities across all regions to anticipate compliance needs and 
provide full-cycle strategic plans.
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Phone：+86 571 8710 3829

Email：food@chemlinked.com

Headquarters (China)：14th Floor, Building No. 3, Haichuang

Technology Center, 1288 West Wen Yi Road, Hangzhou, China 

Contact Us

mailto:food@chemlinked.com

